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Abstract—We present a novel lifelog system concept created to provide a human user with feedback on their conscious and unconscious emotional reactions and encourage the process of self-reflection by looking into an affective mirror. The emotion of the user is deduced from biometric data and enhanced by affective sound analysis and facial expression recognition of faces of the user's conversational partners. These high-level analyses also offer information about the social context of the user. All of the recorded data is processed using a novel modification of the spreading-activation theory which is used to model human-like associative thinking.

Index Terms—affective computing, lifelog, visual diary, human digital memory, tools for self-reflection, emotional decision making, affective mirror

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we address another necessity of human life that keeps us sane, apart from interpersonal relationships: The immanent need of self-reflection and experience revision, as a key feature of our intrapersonal relationship. This is an area not tackled by the new media so far. We trust in our digital systems when it comes to organizing our daily lives, storing our most precious memories or to defining ourselves with prestigious gadgets. Self-reflection is not part of this boom. And emotions keep flying by, either unnoticed (unrecorded) or verbalized transcibed to a very limited code. While modern psychology comes up with ideas how to become whole again and deepen our sensitivity and mindfulness concerning our emotions and bodily reactions, computer science (paradoxically taking lead in providing opportunities for personalized self-expression) goes the exact opposite way. We therefore need a system that encourages self-reflection, especially one that gives us feedback on our emotional reactions and decision-making processes. Such a system could work both ways: provide users with feedback on their individual processes and help machines deepen an understanding of human emotional decision making. The proposed system will provide visual, audio, and biometric data and log it in a synchronized way (converging information from various sources just like human brain does on a much more complex level). With this data, we do not only have an idea what, where and when we see and hear in our life, but we are also able to identify emotionally arousing moments of our day. This system results in a lifelog storing data we perceive with our ears and eyes, enhanced with information that does not usually pass the threshold of our consciousness: We are able to retrieve our feelings (in their most fundamental form of physical reactions). With the combination of this multi-modal information, when certain experiences can be matched not only by their visual perception, but by the sensual experience we actually encountered, we will be able to create new associations and come to realize hidden relations: This is crucial as people tend to be quite dishonest to themselves when it comes to their very private feelings. The system cannot be lied to and is completely honest. Sentences like “I have never felt so happy before” or “this is the worst job I’ve ever had” can now be measured and verified. Even long-term questions like “Do I really love him/her or am I just afraid to be alone?” will be tackled and implicit beliefs challenged. It is made possible by a combination of three recent developments: 1.) Lifelogs and their specialized devices to store personal data over a long period of time; 2.) information theory to match multi-modal features of very different sources and distributions; and 3.) free associative machine learning to identify patterns without prior knowledge of connections that are being searched for.

The paper is structured as follows. The following section II gives an overview over current diaries and lifelog systems. Section III explains the inherent need of this concept by a use case scenario. Data capturing is covered in Section IV, while Section V gives the concepts how to process gathered multi-modal data. Section VI concludes.

II. STATE OF THE ART

It all began with diaries - records with a sequence of entries arranged chronologically - created to report on what has happened over the course of a day (or another period of time). Next to descriptions of events, personal diaries usually focus on the writer’s thoughts and feelings. Originally in handwritten format (in the form of books or notebooks), the diary transformed from paper to electronic formats concurrently with the daily use of personal computers. Along with new media,
new forms of diaries developed. Adding photos, drawings and visual souvenirs gave diaries the form of photo albums and visual diaries. While the “paper version” was traditionally intended to remain private (or with a limited circulation among friends or relatives), this aspect widely changed as Internet became commonly accessible. Many people adopted the new medium to chronicle their lives with the added dimension of an audience - in form of blogs. Still, the main point of a traditional diary (public or private) is that the content is actively generated by the user, consciously for adding to the diary. However, documenting a life takes discipline and effort and hence the amount of information in the traditional diary is constrained either by the capacity of the medium or the writer. An individual is forced to consciously filter the content he/she writes down. And not knowingly, they also filter the content unconsciously (we cannot record what we are unaware of). The issue of necessity (and inevitability) to limit information that the user wants to have preserved is being addressed by new technologies. First envisioned by Vannevar Bush in 1945 [6], lifeLogs present a possibility to capture and store a whole lifetime of a person’s personal information digitally, so that it can be retrieved whenever needed. In recent years, this idea was revived in an experiment of Gordon Bell [2], who started the initiative by scanning in all of his paperwork, photographs, medical records and other personal data. Today’s lifelog systems go even further and passively collect and store a variety of different signals from the user, throughout the day – from tracking the use of ones personal computer or mobile phone, including GPS, to taking a photo every few seconds. The reason why diaries are (or can be) useful is not solely to remember events. They can also serve as a means of self-reflection. Self-reflection is an important process of human functioning leading to further self awareness and development (it is a prerequisite of change). However, this function of a diary is little exploited. The reason for this is that most diaries (and now lifelogs) are WORN - write once, read never [3]. In most cases, this is due to our limited capacity to create and read diaries. One problem is that in traditional diaries, too little information being recorded and the parts that they looking for in retrospect might be missing. Lifelogs, on the other hand, present the exact opposite problem. The captured information is too much for a human to sift through and ends with the same result, namely not finding what is needed. In both cases the recorded information will be useless.

Recently there are several projects creating lifeLog hardware or applications. Some of them are meant to play the role of a personal assistant, who knows about our plans and preferences and is able to remind us of important issues. However, we are most interested in systems which actively take the fact that we are emotional beings into account.

The Affective Diary [25] offers an aesthetic user interface that encourages users to reflect on their day and to evaluate their emotional reactions measured by wearable bio-sensors and visualized as colorful blobs. It also collects mobile activity data and enables the user to add their own content (photos or comments). Apart from the blob-like visualization of biometric data, the diary does not do any interpretation — that is left to the user. Affective Diary shows that even relatively simple, but well conceived setups are useful to animate humans to reflect on their lives.

The SCOPE [18] system shows a unique security application of a lifelog-like system. Hereby, data from mobile context and the heart rate and motion of the user are processed to recognize emergency situations of children. Passive camera is only triggered to show the exact circumstances of such events. The image data is not processed, neither is user input possible — the system is completely automated and passive.

LifeLog using SenseCam [17] is a large-scale project aiming to incorporate all plausible sensors, mobile data and activity monitoring. In theory, SenseCam is suitable for a wide range of applications. However, to be made useful, the enormous amounts of data first have to be structured. So far, the main effort is to interpret visual data from passive camera. However, incorporation of the other data is disconnected, and their potential therefore is largely untapped. An experiment on including biometric data was made [16]. The iClips project [8] focuses on creating automated annotation and linking of multi-modal data within lifelog archives to enable effective search. The Idetic project [24] searches for new visualization concepts for lifelog data, trying to come away from the classic time-line concept.

III. MIRROR, MIRROR ON MY SCREEN WHAT WAS THE MOST EMOTIONAL EVENT OF ALL?
A question of why are emotions important forces itself to our minds. Perhaps we should ask differently: how are emotions important to human functioning? The aspect of feeling is an inherent part of our inner architecture just like any other phenomena mentioned (perception, motivation or thinking). In fact viewing these phenomena (processes) as separate is a largely simplified way since subsystems of human functioning are interconnected and can hardly be explored by themselves. According to Frijda [14] the notion of emotion serves to “resolve discrepancies between what people do or feel and the events surrounding them, between the immediate cues for why they do what they do an what they actually do, between what they do and what they say”

After a nice holiday trip, pictures are loaded onto a personal computer and reviewed by the user. Visualizing adventures and experiences of the past days can be a very intimate and heart-warming experience. A private photography collection grows over time and is very hard to maintain. There are however many software products out there to make this task easier: iPhoto1 and Picasa2 are able to detect faces in the collection and allow you to order certain pictures according to the persons appearing (compare Figure 1 (a)). The user can thus follow the history they share with the person. This principle is recently adapted to “browse friendships” on facebook3 showing mutual visual and text content. The software products additionally use

1http://www.apple.com/ilife/iphoto/
2http://picasa.google.com/
3http://www.facebook.com/
GPS data of the pictures and are able to map them onto Google maps. This is shown in Figure 1(b). The local information can be manually entered as well. Google image-swirl is not focussed on the order of private photo collections, but connects public images and puts it in a graph based representation based on text tags, tag categories and visual matching (compare Figure 1(c)).

Our approach uses these technologies, combines them and takes the idea further by adding unconscious emotional data. The user uploads collected data to a computer and initializes semi-automated processing. Images are being characterized by their emotional content, the people appearing and their emotions (based on facial expressions). Familiar faces are added to the library, for unknown faces, the system asks the user about the persons name. Visual content is then aligned with biomedical data. The most salient content - either visually or emotionally - is fed into the system. Grand majority of tedious material is deleted or archived right away. During the recording time, the user has an opportunity to press a button to manually mark a “special” moment.

Having a salient subset of the gathered data defined, the remaining data have to be associated to prior material. Persons are linked to pictures of them in the past. Salient emotions are connected and by that, new associations of pictures are drawn. This leads to an affective mirror [22]: It gives us an idea how we function emotionally. Typically, we are not fully aware, which situations are emotionally arousing. Strong emotions are only partially conscious. The system gives us a snapshot of our feelings, associated with locations, and persons attending within the whole data-set of the past.

Another important feature is the insight on how we react to emotions of other people - and what we feel at these moments compared to the emotions of the counterpart. The user gets an objective report on the way empathy occurs in his daily life. Up to a certain degree, comparing detected emotions from others and the users very own emotions allows conclusions to be drawn on how other people see the user or what they actually show when the user is not fully paying attention.

To take a closer look at their own emotions will open cast a new perspective at most life decisions the users make. Biological data show our emotional state and the way it is expressed, even when we are not aware of it - the application enables us to become conscious of them while reviewing the data. Again, with the gathered data recording facial expressions of our conversation partners in the images an indicator is given of how emotional expressions of other people influence our own decisions. Regarding a larger picture, statistics over the emotional data indicates in what general emotional states the user usually finds themselves and discloses possible patterns in their emotional processing and further behavior. Combining the visual and biometric data, changes in the mood over the years can be evaluated as well as evolving patterns.

The interpretation of this data is left only on the user himself. Reflecting on their processes can be a very intimate and sometimes tough experience and each user can come to different conclusions and create their own narrative. The user will be able to automatically group situations connected to a certain emotional state which can be reviewed together. Parallels that are not obvious at first glance can be made apparent and a whole new perspective of the situation can be drawn. This leads all to a very private leisure time activity, which does not affect any other persons, but allows the user to get in closer contact with themselves.

Table I describes the key aspects of human functioning according to general psychology (e.g. [23]). Its goal is to illustrate some of their partial processes expressed in the most general terms and draw elementary parallels as well as show differences between human functioning and capabilities of current lifelog systems. The distinction and contribution of our system is also made clear.

IV. DATA CAPTURE

To implement the system described above, we capture the following signals, mimicking the human perception:

- What we see: Wearable “always-on” cameras automatically take images or videos, while the user wears them.
- What we hear: Sounds we hear, music we listen to, things that people tell us, what we say (and how): voice sound, pitch, intensity etc. is captured using a microphone.
- How we feel: Wearable sensors measuring bio-signals, such as heart rate, galvanic skin response, skin temperature or body motion are available. They can measure the level of emotional arousal of the wearer.
- Where we are: Using GPS the user can determine and save his/her location.

4http://maps.google.com/
5http://image-swirl.googlelabs.com/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phenomena</th>
<th>Humans</th>
<th>State-of-the-Art lifelogs</th>
<th>Proposed affective lifelog</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensation</td>
<td>Visual, Auditory, Somatosensory, Gustatory and Olfactory systems → transduction to neural activity → coding stimulus intensity and quality</td>
<td>Wearable sensors: camera, audio, bio-sensors (GSR, temperature, motion), GPS, computer use, mobile phone use... (various subsets of these)</td>
<td>Total capture and storage without distinction, unfiltered, uninterrupted, stable, theoretically unlimited number of sensors at one time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention</td>
<td>Selectivity (ignoring unimportant stimuli), concentration (choosing one stimulus), distribution (conducting several automatic processes at once), capacity (up to approximately 7 stimuli coming from one sensual source), stability</td>
<td>Data from different devices is disconnected, modes are partially incompatible, different sample frequencies, time synchronized, basic features are extracted</td>
<td>Based on automated multi-modal recognition, associative machine learning is used to find connections between multi-media data. These are then weighted by the emotional importance of the current situation. An interactive associated data space to browse the gathered data by multiple human-inspired associations and connections.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception</td>
<td>Organization of sensory information → direct vs. constructive perception, perceptive field organization laws, bottom-up and top-down processes, perceptual illusions, individual differences (expectation, cognitive style, defenses, priming, preference etc.)</td>
<td>Theoretically unlimited, not differentiated, data structure is strictly defined</td>
<td>The adaptation of the system enables new possible interpretations of past experience. Encourages self reflection and gives new viewpoints of the user’s life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Habituation, sensitization, imprinting, associative learning (classical and instrumental conditioning), social learning, internalization etc.</td>
<td>Similarities and thresholds are used to filter, tag and retrieve data; face detection</td>
<td>Allows for re-interpretation of experiences by the user. Provides feedback mechanisms to integrate affective appraisal provided by the user. Appraisal values are propagated by retrospective update mechanisms to provide flexibility and intelligent human-like associative retrieval and analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>Short-term, working, long-term, episodic, semantic, non-conscious, targeted vs. open recall, alternated memory (eg. By suggestion), distortions of memory: omission, commission</td>
<td>very limited</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thinking</td>
<td>Heuristics, induction, deduction, magic thinking etc.</td>
<td>Based on automated multi-modal recognition, associative machine learning is used to find connections between multi-media data. These are then weighted by the emotional importance of the current situation. An interactive associated data space to browse the gathered data by multiple human-inspired associations and connections.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Icons, indexes, symbols etc.</td>
<td>Bits, numbers, tags, links, commands etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Ambitions (achievements, recognition, exhibition), relations to objects (acquisition, order, retention, construction), preserving social status (in avoidance, dependence, counteraction), power (dominance, deference, autonomy, contrariety, aggression, abasement), relating to people (affiliation, rejection, nurturance, succorance, play), information exchange (cognitive, exposition)</td>
<td>passive log, prone to the write-once-read-never effect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HUMAN PERCEPTION, CURRENT LIFELOGS AND THE PROPOSED SYSTEM.

Other sensors or data sources can be added to the system to provide more context information. Such data are e.g. co-present Bluetooth devices that may indicate presence of other people in up to 10m proximity, mobile activity (Call logs, SMSs) that can provide information about communication, and of course monitoring computer activity, viewed documents and activity on social networks could be considered.

V. PROCESSING

In this section, novel concepts of how to achieve the system described above are presented. Parts, that have often been discussed in other publications on lifelog systems, such as technical details of data capture [7], event segmentation [11], location recognition [4] etc. are omitted.

A. My own emotions: Emotional arousal from bio-signals

Strong emotions or feelings are not a purely spiritual phenomenon. In fact affect has various bodily manifestations which can be objectively measured. In lab settings, the emotional state of a human can be derived relatively precisely from measuring heart rate (+ other heart statistics), brain activity, galvanic skin response (GSR), respiration, blood volume, hormone levels, etc. It is not feasible to measure all of these signals in everyday life. A wearable device that is acceptable for everyday use has to be non-intrusive, comfortable, robust and easy to use without attracting attention. Currently, only heart rate monitors and sensors measuring galvanic skin response comply with these requirements.

Among these two signals, the galvanic skin response measured on palms, feet and forehead is the one which has a stronger relationship to emotional arousal than heart rate. Therefore, GSR sensor armbands worn on the inner side of the wrist, such as e.g. the Q Sensor by Affectiva, are so far the simplest functional choice for measuring affect in daily life. Similar GSR devices (e.g. the Biomedia SenseWear) have been used before in similar set-ups [25] [16].

However, based on heart rate or galvanic skin response signals alone, we only can deduce the state of emotional arousal, not emotional valence. i.e. we can say that the user is feeling a strong emotion, but from the biological measurement alone, we are unable to detect whether it is joy or anger. Therefore we will also introduce other means of extracting emotional information from other sensor. These are described in the next sections.
B. Emotions of conversation partners: Facial expression recognition and eye gaze aversion

Besides personal emotional information, additional information about the people we encounter during our day life can be retrieved by using a passive always-on camera.

Just by looking at one persons face, it is in fact possible to deduce his feelings and his state of mind. There are several cues which could be analyzed, namely attention, facial expressions and gaze aversion. By combining this kind of information with the one obtained by the proposed system, it is be possible to extract valuable patterns, such as empathy, how people look at you, how you react to their presence and how they react to yours, how their mood influences you, their attention towards you, and even deceit.

However, recent studies involving of small resolution webcams are yielding very promising results. For instance, the system in [28] is capable of analyzing the gaze of a person in real time, starting from monocular video images. The system combines head pose and eye locations information together to improve the final gaze estimation results.

Regarding the detection of facial expression, [27] also use a webcam based, initialization free system to track facial movements. The system tracks the movement of the face muscle and encodes them into the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [13]. These deformations can be fed into a classifier in order to extract the most probable expression [29]. However, facial expression and gaze are not the only features which can be extracted by analyzing faces. It is said that eyes are the mirror of the soul, because much of the state of mind of one person can be seen through the eyes. Gaze aversions, for instance, often indicate deceit of the action of thinking. People stressed by your presence will perform more gaze aversion than people which are comfortable around you [12]. Furthermore, the work in [10] focuses on the dynamics of eye region to discriminate between fake and real smiles. The main idea comes from Ekman's studies on the field [13], which indicate that spontaneous smiles are formed by the contraction of both the zygomatic major (which raises the corners of the mouth) and the orbicularis oculi (which forms crow's-feet around the eyes) muscles, where posed smiles involve only the zygomatic major muscle. Therefore, combining the facial expression classification algorithms with this information could be used as a tool to indicate deceit in the person we are communicating with.

C. Emotion classification enhancement using sound analysis

To enhance emotion classification and at the same time provide more context information, we use the audio signal. However, since many people object to their speech being recorded and replayed, we don't provide the possibility to replay the audio signal directly, but only to display the results of the audio-processing. In [30] an approach to exploit the audio signal for use in a “memory prosthesis” has been demonstrated. Using the speech recognition system IBM Vi-
mutual relationships[20][19]. Modeling semantic ontologies is an ongoing research topic and is not the focus of this paper. However, we are interested in affective associations. As opposed to rational thinking, affective associations are often seemingly random but they have a strong effect on our preferences and therefore also implicitly our decisions and behavior [15].

To implement human-like affective associative thinking we employ the spreading-activation theory [1]. When working with factual memory, nodes represent semantic concepts (such as John, living room, etc.), connected by predefined associative links which are strengthened based on the frequency of use or activation.

Considering the technical details: The captured multimodal data will be stored in an ontology implemented using the OWL language and related technologies. The ontology will facilitate the modeling of concepts representing heterogeneous sensor information as well as detected entities such as persons, objects, places etc. and their relations. The scalability of the technology enables to later add additional data from call logs, SMSs and social networks to be integrated into the ontology. It will be possible to handle inconsistent, incomplete or missing information (caused by the malfunction of one of the sensors or because of discharge of its batteries). From all the sensory information (and a knowledge base of basic facts), the system will derive a model of similar, related and antagonistic concepts [26]. The user will be able (and encouraged) to alter the findings of this process using a feedback mechanism.

### VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a system concept created to provide a human user with feedback on their conscious and unconscious emotional reactions. We encourage the process of self-reflection by looking into an affective mirror. Self-reflection is an adult learning process and as such it is considered prosperous. The concept is strongly focused on the emotional autobiographical experiences.

The proposed system thus contradicts the current trend towards social networks which constantly draw our attention towards interaction with other people. This system let the user re-interpret his past life in a manner it has not been possible before. The system will provide an interpretation of daily experiences by means of free associations of prior experiences towards interaction with other people. This system let the user re-interpret his past life in a manner it has not been possible before. The system will provide an interpretation of daily experiences by means of free associations of prior experiences which represents a new way of active self-mirroring of the user. Based on knowledge of bodily reactions, connections are drawn that possibly weren’t so obvious before. Usage of the system and subsequent browsing through new associations of our “parallel mind” could become a completely new leisure time activity. At night, people will not browse facebook pictures of loose acquaintances but rather explore their own feelings inside out. Contrary to all media experiences people recently enjoy in their leisure time, this system will play an introspective and meditative role and “bring us back to ourselves”.
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